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Our Mission
Youth Philanthropy Connect (YPC), a special initiative
of the Frieda C. Fox Family Foundation, connects youth
grantmakers and the adults who support them to each
other, to tools and resources, and learning opportunities,
while also growing the movement of youth engaged in
philanthropy. We are inspiring, serving, and helping the
next generation of youth philanthropists (ages 8-21), who
we know are changing the world now and will continue to
be the future changemakers for social good! We convene
youth funders across experiences and backgrounds to
connect them together.

Building Tomorrow Together
Youth philanthropy is a rapidly growing movement all
around the world with new youth programs and new
connections being made everyday. Our conference
focus is centered on innovations in philanthropy and the
next generation of philanthropists. At this conference,
you will learn and contribute to the future of philanthropy
among youth philanthropists who we know are the future
of the field!
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WELCOME!
THE LEADERSHIP TEAM OF
YOUTH PHILANTHROPY CONNECT
WELCOMES YOU TO THE
2016 YPC INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE

We are so excited for the next three days and can’t wait
to meet all of you! We’re the Leadership Team, which
includes 21 members from 15 different organizations
across the country, and we have worked over the phone,
email, video chat, and in person to create the conference
you see today. We hope you leave with different
perspectives, exciting ideas, helpful takeaways, new
friends, and many ways you can contribute to the future
of youth philanthropy and build your philanthropy journey!
We would like to thank our adult advisors who have
helped us along the way. There have been many board
members, staff, advisors, sponsors, and speakers who
have supported this conference and the passion we all
have for philanthropy since the beginning. We could not
have done this without you! Enjoy the next few days, and
we look forward to talking with each and every one of you!
SINCERELY,
THE YPC LEADERSHIP TEAM
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CONFERENCE INFORMATION
FOOD AND DRINK

Your conference registration includes most meals while you’re
staying with us. See the schedule for more information!

PARK ENTRANCES

The Grand Californian provides an exclusive entrance to
California Adventure Park! From the lobby, follow the signs
pointing to “California Adventure” and you will be led straight
into the park.
To enter Disneyland Park, from the lobby, follow the signs to
“Downtown Disney” and turn right onto the main avenue. You’ll
see the main gates of Disneyland soon. To take the Monorail
into Tomorrowland, turn left instead of right. It will require a
longer walk, but has a scenic view.

THE YPC PHOTOBOOTH

We invite you to enjoy a special
Photo Booth set up in the Violet
Room! Stop by during breaks in the
schedule to take some goofy photos
with our fun props! Photos will be
available after the conference ends on
YPC’s facebook page.

TEMPORTARY TATTOOS

Have some fun with temporary tattoos over the next few days!
We have a special temporary tattoo station with Disney,
Conference, and philanthropy-themed tattoos. Don’t forget to
snap a picture for social media!

EMERGENCY CONTACT INFORMATION

Annie Hernandez, YPC 			
317.460.6200
Katherine Scott, YPC			815.540.3315
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WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO SAY?
Connect with us on Social
Media and join the conversation!
FACEBOOK.COM/
YOUTHPHILANTHROPYCONNECT
@EngagingYouth

@YouthPhilanthropyConnect

#YPC16

T w i t t e r pa r t y

Tuesday, July 26th 5-6pm EST/ 2-3pm PST
Join us for an international “Twitter” conversation
on the future of the youth philanthropy movement.
“Pay It Forward” prizes will be awarded.
# Yo u t h P h i l a n t h r o p y C o n n e c t
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READING THE SCHEDULE

Whether you are 8 years old or 88, a seasoned
grantmaker or a beginner, we have a session for you! The
symbols below will guide you in selecting your sessions.
If you are between the ages of 8 and 12,
check out the “Early Explorer” track!
This track is a great opportunity for youth
to engage with speakers, stories, and
each other.

If you are between 12 and 21, this group
will have 2 different sessions to choose
from, with a 101 introductory session and a
more advanced 201 session targeting youth
who have already engaged in grant making.

If you’re looking for more inter-generational
learning, try our “Merge” sessions, where
youth and adults can learn together with all
ages acting as the main participants!

If you are a Parent, Grandparent or Adult,
look for the “Adult” symbol. Grow
with other adults supporting their youth in
philanthropy, better understand how to
support the youth in your life in helping
others, and build their leadership and skills!
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THURSDAY, JULY 7th
7:30 a.m.

Sequoia West
Foyer
Sequoia C
Sequoia D

11:00 a.m.

Registration Open & Grant
Station
Pre-Conference: YPC 101
Opening Brunch with Keynote:
The Future of Philanthropy
Teambuilding Activities & Break

11:30 a.m.

Exploring Philanthropy Models

Sequoia D

8:30 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
READING THE SCHEDULE
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Sequoia E

Break: Grant Station, Photobooth,
and Charging Station
Concurrent Sessions
Problems and Solutions:
Discussion-based Stories,
Tips, Tricks and Tools
What is philanthropy? Why is it
important?
Striking at the Root: Social Justice
Philanthropy for the 21st Century
101: Discovering Your Passion in
Philanthropy
201: Social Perspectives in Action

Sequoia B

201: Understanding Ed Tech
Philanthropy

Sequoia G

Sequoia A
Sequoia F
Sequoia C
Sequoia H
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1:45 p.m.

Snack Break

2:00 p.m.

Service Projects!

Sequoia D

3:30 p.m.

Group Photo and Team Building

Sequoia E

9
4:30 p.m.

Free Time in the Park and
Scavenger Hunt in Disneyland
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Full speaker bios can be found at
ypcinternationalconference2016.sched.org
7

7:30 a.m.
Registration Open & Grant Station
Sequoia West Foyer

8:30 a.m.
Pre-Conference: YPC 101
Sequoia C
Facilitated by YPC Leadership Team
Are you a new member of the Youth Philanthropy Connect
family? Is this your first conference? Do you want to learn YPC
Conference basics and meet other newcomers? If so, join us
for a special pre-conference session where you’ll hear from the
YPC Leadership Team & staff as they share their tips, tricks,
and advice on how to make the most of your YPC experience!

10:00 a.m.
Opening Brunch with Keynote Plenary: The Future
of Philanthropy
Sequoia D
If we want to make social change on a massive scale, it takes
a major investment, not just of resources, but of time. How
can we hone in on, plan for, and execute on projects that will
take decades to complete? How can we move quickly and
take risks, while also ensuring a sustained commitment to the
causes we care about? Participants will share their ideas about
projects that they are considering taking on, or are already in
the midst of, and discuss their strategies for maintaining the
commitment that it takes to bring about large-scale change.
This action-packed opening discussion will be facilitated by the
Institute for the Future, based on current research on the future
of philanthropy.
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David Evan Harris
Research Director, Institute for the Future
Chancellor’s Public Scholar, UC Berkeley
Founder, Global Lives Project Chancellor’s
Public Scholar, UC Berkeley; Research
Director, Institute for the Future; Executive
Director and Founder, Global Lives Project At
the Institute for the Future (IFTF), David leads
research on the future of philanthropy, media, governance,
and social movements. David joined IFTF in 2008. In 2004,
David founded the Global Lives Project, a video library of
life experience around the world, produced by thousands of
collaborating filmmakers, photographers, and translators. David
was appointed as the Chancellor’s Public Scholar in 2015
at UC Berkeley, for his teaching work at the Haas School of
Business. David teaches courses on Social Movements and
Social Media and Scenario Planning and Futures Thinking.
Milicent Johnson
Future for Good Fellow, Institute for the Future
Manager, SF Gives, Tipping Point Community
Milicent has built her career on brokering
partnerships between corporations, community
leaders, and public officials to the benefit
of underserved and underrepresented
communities. Currently, she is a 2016 Institute
for the Future Fellow and manages SF Gives at Tipping Point,
a $10M corporate challenge that is bringing together local
businesses to fight poverty in the San Francisco Bay Area.

11:00 a.m.
Teambuilding Activities & Break
Sequoia E
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11:30 a.m.
Exploring Philanthropy Models Session
Sequoia D

SCHEDULE

Brendan Adams, The Guadalupe and Lilia Martinez
Foundation, Holly McLellan, Youth and Philanthropy Initiative,
Toskan Casale Foundation, Joanne and Alison Newens,
ld or 88, a seasoned
Sacramento Region Community Foundation, Alison Rae
ave a session for you! The
Pakradooni, Andrus Family Fund, Moderated by Katherine
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Scott, YPC
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Youth philanthropy and grantmaking happen in so many diverse
and exciting ways! Explore a few innovative models for youth
philanthropy all in one place! Meet philanthropists from across
the country as they share their expertise in engaging youth and
giving. Speakers will share information about their programs
and then open up the floor for questions and discussion.

12:30 p.m.
Break: Grant Station, Photobooth, and Charging Station open
12:45 p.m.
Concurrent Sessions
Problems and Solutions: Discussion-based
Stories, Tips, Tricks, and Tools

Sequoia B

9 Isabel Cluver Dawson, Illinois Prairie

Community Foundation, Sammie Holzwarth,
Foundant Technologies

Come join us for a highly interactive session exploring tools,
tips, and solutions for the areas that challenge you most when
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What is philanthropy? Why is it important?

Sequoia A
Heather Jack, Rivers School, Amy Johnson,
Classrooms for Change

Come explore what the word ‘philanthropy’ means and how
your personal values and interests make it important to you.
In this session, you will learn about famous philanthropists as
well as develop a list of reasons why philanthropy matters. Get
your hardhat and goggles ready… we will be building our own
values tower!

Striking at the Root: Social Justice
Philanthropy for the 21st Century

Sequoia F
Susan Eaton & Sheryl Seller, Sillerman
Center for the Advancement of Philanthropy,
9 Brandeis University
The author Henry David Thoreau once said, “There are a
thousand hacking at the branches of evil, to one who is striking
at the root.”
9 If you aspire to move beyond superficial, temporary
fixes to deep, longstanding challenges, this session helps you
explore ways to do that. This interactive session introduces
attendees to the practice of social justice philanthropy in the
United States. We will explore differences between traditional
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for you! The or charity and social justice philanthropy and
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examples of what social justice philanthropy looks
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like
in real places right now, examining funding in such areas as
affordable housing, access to clean water, and environmental
justice. We talk about why social justice philanthropy is
especially relevant in an increasingly unequal society.

101: Discovering Your Passion in Philanthropy
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Sequoia C
Jill Gordon, Youth Philanthropy Initiative of Indiana
(YPII), Lizzie Jack, Rivers Givers & YPC, Danielle
LaJoie, Magdalen Sullivan,YPC
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great skills you already have! Philanthropy allows a person or
organization to focus on one issue — or a list of finite issues —
and really understand the ins and outs of solving that problem.
It is a big responsibility to help make sure change happens and
can be a lot of fun — come join the fun!
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201: Social Perspectives in Action

Sequoia H
Hannah Dillree, MCFYP (The Michigan
Community Foundation’s Youth Project),
Jared Heddinger, MCFYP, Grace Maraugha,
MCFYP

As philanthropists, our greatest asset to our community is the
time, talent, and treasure we can give to others. But how do
we adequately understand the needs around us? Everyone
has a completely unique perspective from which they see the
world, and we must be understanding and appreciative of all
that we can in order to get the most out of our resources, even
if that means accepting ideas that may initially seem foreign to
us. If you’ve ever been interested in seeing the world through

9
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or improving upon your own, come to
this interaction session! Join three members of the Michigan
Community Foundations’ Youth Project (MCFYP) Committee in
a powerful activity that explores these many differences and —
what we can do to address them.

201: Understanding Ed Tech Philanthropy

Sequoia G
Nithin Jilla, AppJam+, Kay Family Foundation,
StartingBloc
Do you like playing mobile games? Have you ever had a great
idea for an app, especially one that could help others in some
way? Have you ever wanted to know how to make your own
app? If you answered yes, then this mobile app introduction
workshop is for you! It will introduce you to the tools used to
make apps and guide you in creating a basic Magic 8 ball app.
Discover the various technical career paths associated with
apps and how apps can be used for social good.

1:45 p.m.9
Snack Break (Mickey Mouse Pretzels): Grant Station,
Photobooth, and Charging Station open
Sequoia West Foyer

MICKEY MOUSE
SOFT PRETZELS ARE
MAKING A COMEBACK!
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2:00 p.m.
Service Projects
Sequoia D
Philanthropy is hard work and can contribute to the world in
many ways! Together, we will split into teams to complete these
3 service projects in service to those across the world.
•

Build 3-D printed hands with Enable Community
Foundation that will be sent to youth and adults across the
world who need upper limb prosthetics.

•

Make paracord bracelets for soldiers overseas that will
assist them with multiple feet of paracord — allowing
makeshift solutions for emergency situations — and to let
our service men and women know you care. Bracelets will
be donated to Operation Gratitude.

•

Compile helping bags for the homeless to support basic
needs for people experiencing homelessness in Southern
California.

3:30 p.m.
Group Photo and Team Building Activities
Facilitated by YPC Leadership Team
Join us for a group photo and team building activities to get
to know your fellow youth philanthropists (and the adults who
support them!).

4:30 p.m.
Time in the Park or Scavenger Hunt
If you’re considering heading into the park, bring your ticket,
and join us for a special scavenger hunt through Disneyland
and Downtown Disney!
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Teach your children
that “compassion”
is a verb.
A private foundation enables families
to live their values. In fact, in a recent
survey, 62% of our clients told us that
family involvement in their foundations
is as important as making a difference.
Read the full results of this survey at
www.foundationsource.com/ypc16 to
see how our clients make their foundations a family affair—and then call us
to learn how you can, too!

55 Walls Drive Fairfield CT, 06824 • 800.839.0054 • www.foundationsource.com

Fostering Connections, Unlocking Promise
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The Future of
Online Grants Management

GrantHub
grants management
for grant
seekers

www.granthub.com

Over 1,000 funding and grant seeking
organizations use a Foundant software
solution to successfully manage their granting
processes online.

Foundant GLM
grants management
for funding
organizations

www.foundant.com
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READING THE SCHEDULE
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Breakfast Plenary:
YouthGiving.org Launch
Break: Grant Station, Photobooth,
and Charging Station open
Concurrent Sessions
Conversations about Giving &
Philanthropy

Sequoia D

Giving Through Grants

Sequoia A

Power, Privilege, and the Next
Generation
Youth Philanthropy Forum on UN
Sustainable Development Goals:
Connect Your Philanthropy to
International Goals
101: Not Your Mother’s Meeting
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101: What’s Your Philanthropy
Story?
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Break: Grant Station, Photobooth,
and Charging Station open
Giving Circle Discussion
Informal Lunch
Concurrent Sessions

Sequoia C

Sequoia D
Sequoia D
Sequoia C

Nurturing Lifelong Philanthropists:
Developmental Insights

Sequoia B
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Sequoia F

TWO IN ONE! 101: Creativity &
Philanthropy AND Sweat for Good
— Combining Philanthropy with
Sport for Big Impact
Early Explorer Learning Lab
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201: The Nonprofit Universe:
Learning the Structure & Systems
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Foundations: Common Challenges
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6:30 p.m.

9

Dinner Adventure for Adults

6:309 p.m.

Dinner Adventure for Youth

9:00 p.m.

Gathering to Walk to World of
Color
World of Color Show in California
Adventure Park

9:45 p.m.

Sequoia G

Sequoia B
Sequoia C

Sequoia D
Sequoia West
Foyer
Tortilla Joe’s
Naples
Ristorante
Sequoia West
Foyer

Full speaker bios can be found at
ypcinternationalconference2016.sched.org
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Friday, JULY 8th
8:30 a.m.
Breakfast Plenary: YouthGiving.org Launch
Sequoia D
Jen Bokoff & Amanda Dillon, Foundation Center, Khayriyyah
MuhammadSmith, Foundation Center, MCFYP
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YouthGiving.org, an exciting new hub created by Foundation
Center that is the go-to place for your incredible grantmaking
work. During this session, you’ll learn more about all of the
information available on the site, how it can help your work,
and how to add your story! Plus, we’ll get a little nerdy about
data (and what “data” actually is) and networks, and celebrate
all of the people in the room who were a part of getting this
website built and launched. Together, we’ll launch the youth
giving movement into the future!

9:30 a.m.
Break: Grant Station, Photobooth, and Charging Station open
9:45 a.m.

Concurrent Sessions
Conversations about Giving & Philanthropy
using Teen Philanthropy Cafe Readers

Sequoia H
Nathaniel James, Exponent Philanthropy, Isabel
9 Cluver Dawson, Illinois Prairie Community
Foundation, Liam Fox & Jonah Gomez, Frieda C.
Fox Family Foundation
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Together, Exponent Philanthropy and YPC created seven teenoriented readers in a “Teen Philanthropy Café” series
designed as resources to support teens in getting started and
deepening their philanthropy! In this session for adults, we’ll
learn and brainstorm from field experts (of all ages!) how to use
d or 88, a seasoned
these readers and deepen engagement with youth to launch
ve a sessionyour
for you!
The philanthropy work into the future!
youth
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Through Grants

Sequoia A
Heather Jack, Rivers School, Amy Johnson,
Classrooms for Change
This session is your introduction to grantmaking. We will
explore steps involved in the grantmaking process and learn
how to choose the most effective nonprofit organizations.
Stretch your legs before arriving… we will be playing a highenergy grantmaking game!

Power, Privilege, and the Next Generation

Sequoia G
Bari Katz & Leticia Peguero, Andrus Family Fund
Exploring the underlying dynamics in philanthropy is critical
to practicing authentic social justice philanthropy. During this
experiential workshop, we will share resources, activities,
and curricular strategies for how to engage young people in
9 principles of social justice, helping them explore
learning the
their identities as it relates to their role as leaders both in and
outside of9 grantmaking, and how to engage young people in
critical social justice work through philanthropy. We will share
the Andrus Family Fund’s program model and toolkit that can
be adapted by others engaged in social justice philanthropy
work with young people.
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Friday, JULY 8th
Youth Philanthropy Forum on UN Sustainable
Development Goals: Connect Your
Philanthropy to International Goals

Sequoia F
Arif Ekram, Foundation Center, Frederico Li,
Phinklife Institute in Ghana, African Youth Philanthropy
Network, Justin McAuliffe, Conrad N. Hilton Foundation,
Noëlla Richard, United Nations Development Programme
Facilitated by Emmanuel Marfo, Global Alliance for
Development Foundation, African Youth in Philanthropy
9
Conference,
Nexus Ghana Summit

How does your philanthropy connect to change across the
world? How does the change you are making tie to bigger
work of others? The Youth Philanthropy Forum aims to build
greater capacity and create a better environment for youth
philanthropic organizations to support the implementation of
the United Nations sustainable development goals (SDGs).
Connect your youth philanthropy to the United Nations’ SDGs
ld or 88, a seasoned
to see how you are making change towards these big goals.
ave a sessionLearn
for you!and
The make connections with international leaders by
selecting your sessions.
building strong partnerships between youth philanthropic
organizations, the United Nations, governments, civil society,
8 and 12,
and businesses. The workshop is divided into multiple
k!
r youth
segments to engage with the 17 areas of SDGs and the means
and
of involvement in implementation, reporting and monitoring.
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101: Not Your Mother’s Meeting

Sequoia C
Jenna Ott & Luke Sturtz, Dekko Foundation
Do you ever go to a meeting and wonder why you
came? Do your philanthropy meetings lack the fun and energy
that keep people engaged and ready to participate? If so, this
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session might be for you. Join us as we share our best tips and
tricks for successful meetings that won’t look anything like the
ones your mother attends.

101: What’s Your Philanthropy Story?

Sequoia B
Samantha Alarie-Leca, West Foundation
What inspires and excites you most about your work
as a youth philanthropist? This session will explore techniques
for sharing that enthusiasm with others through great storytelling.
Whatever your future career path, storytelling can be a helpful
tool to inspire others and mobilize groups to build positive change
together. During this very interactive session, youth participants
will practice telling their philanthropy stories and have the option
to compete for a fun prize.

9

T O D AY I S N O N P R O F I T D AY !
PLEASE BE SURE TO
WELCOME OUR SPECIAL
G U E S T S ! W E H AV E A L O T T O
L E A R N F R O M T H E M T O D A Y.
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Friday, JULY 8th
10:45 a.m.
Break: Grant Station, Photobooth, and Charging Station open
11:00 a.m.
Giving Circle Discussion with Orange County
Community Foundation & Potential Grantees
Sequoia D
Carol Ferguson & Cathleen Otero, Orange County
Community Foundation
ACT Anaheim (Accelerate Change Together Anaheim) is an
initiative of several funders across Anaheim, created to address
gaps in service for underserved youth ages 12-21 in Anaheim,
CA. We will learn more about the powerful data and story
behind this partnership to help inform our grantmaking. Then,
we will meet with representatives from nonprofits who are part
of the ACT Anaheim portfolio. During this interactive time, you
will spend time with nonprofit representatives’ guests (both
youth and adults) to learn more about their projects, work, and
the impact of our potential grants.

12:15 p.m.
Informal Lunch
Sequoia D
This is our busiest day! Lunch will be a your time to reflect,
rest, connect with your peers, and hear brief reports from
these sessions: 1) What is your philanthropy story? and
2) Youth Philanthropy Forum on UN Sustainable
Development Goals.
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Learning Labs

Two Conncurent Sessions in One!:
101: Creativity & Philanthropy
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nt making.

Sequoia C
Jamila Banks, The Pollination Project, Foster &
Banks Walk in Faith Foundation, Gerardo Omar
Marín, The Pollination Project
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They will share stories of miraculous success and epic failure in
the process of giving away a grant a day, every day of the year.
Most importantly, they will offer ideas for creating maximum
impact and meaning with each dollar you give!

9

Sweat for Good — Combining Philanthropy
with Sport for Big Impact

Sequoia C
Ray Shedd & Lindsay Standish, Positive Tracks
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or Adult,
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Have you ever run a 5K, or walked for a good cause? Positive
Tracks helps young people support causes they care about
using their own creativity and muscle, so they can make the
world better, starting with themselves. You will learn
“philanthletic” values (philanthropy + athletics = philanthletics).
In this session, you will be developing a Strong Core —
exploring Empathy, Compassion, and Integrity — and how it
can help you act! Be prepared to move and to think!

9
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Early Explorer Learning Lab

Sequoia A
Martand Bhagavatula, Kids and Smiles,
Heather Jack, Rivers School, Amy Johnson,
Classrooms for Change
Effective communication skills are a MUST in philanthropy! In
this session, we will practice active listening, public speaking,
and questioning skills and learn how they can improve our
philanthropy, including learning from our special guest Martand
Bhagavatula who founded a nonprofit at age 8, and has done
a lot of public speaking for his organization. These skills will be
put to the test in a Disney scavenger hunt developed just for
the early explorers!

or Adult,
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or Adult,
w to
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w toskills!
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Nurturing Lifelong Philanthropists:
Developmental Insights
Sequoia B

9

Jill Gordon, Youth Philanthropy Initiative of Indiana

9 Do you recognize the fundamental value of
philanthropic activity and want to empower lifelong serving
habits in others? This workshop will explore how specific social
factors and influences may impact philanthropy development
and address ways to empower mentors, assist you in creating
metrics-based activities, and fuel impactful programming and
experiences for youth. Attend to learn how youth can exhibit
caring behaviors that impact the greater good by serving,
giving, leading, and engaging others.
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101: Make Your Impact on Tomorrow, Today:
Social Justice in Philanthropy
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Sequoia F

SCHEDULE

Iveth Aguilar, BLING, Shatara Daniels, YFYI,
Michelle Gonzalez, BLING, Gordon Phung, YFYI,
Adriana Zambrano, YFYI

How can I deepen my impact to my community? How can my
funding decisions support social justice and social movements.
ld or 88, a seasoned
you
are
or Adult,
ave
a sessionIf for
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Theinterested in these questions and exploring how
selecting your
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social
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201: Engaging Diverse Voices

Sequoia G
Devonte Hillman, Olivia LaJoie & Ashley Morales,
Battle Creek Community Foundation
Through the Battle Creek Youth Alliance Committee’s work
in philanthropy, we have discovered the challenge and
importance of engaging a diverse population of young people
in our program and grantmaking. This has been accomplished
by creating a fun and engaging atmosphere that is open to
different lenses to capture the interest for all youth involved.
We will share our lessons learned in outreach and marketing,
informed by a community needs assessment. During this
session, you will practice making meaningful connections
to help you spread philanthropy and positively impact your
9
communities. You can’t build tomorrow’s future together, if
you’re not truly together!
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Friday, JULY 8th
201: The Nonprofit Universe: Learning the
Structure & Systems of the Nonprofit Sector &
Philanthropy
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Nathaniel James, Exponent Philanthropy
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You’ve figured out what a nonprofit and a grant is, but what
makes a foundation different and what is the basic legal
information you should know about the sector? In this session,
YOU will guide the context as we explore that nonprofit
or Adult, universe’s structure and systems and help direct you to smart
ld or 88, a seasoned
resources and data to deepen your grantmaking to make
outha in
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2:15 p.m.
9
Snack Break: Mickey Mouse Rice Krispie Treats!
Sequoia West Foyer
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Join us at the Learning Lab Snack
Break for some Mickey Mouse Rice
Krispie Treats!

3:30 p.m. Concurrent Sessions
or Adult,
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Connecting Across Community &
Nonprofit Programs

Sequoia B

9 Jennifer Ubaldino, Foundation for MetroWest
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Challenges and opportunities for nonprofit and community
programs are unique. Youth engagement in a program can last
anywhere from days like a camp to months or years. Come
prepared for an interactive discussion with questions or topics
you want to work on together like endowments, recruitment,
alumni and opportunities to engage with other programs
locally. Leave with a network of youth philanthropy programs
based in communities ready to help you!

or Adult,
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Engaging Next Gen in Family Foundations:
Common Challenges and Trends in the Field

Sequoia C
Huong Nguyen-Yap, AAPIP, Rachel Ogorek,
9 National Center for Family and Philanthropy

How do geographically dispersed, multi-generational family
foundations and funds manage to integrate new — and
increasingly diverse — perspectives and passions from the
next gen into their governance and giving strategies? Spend
time with the National Center for Family Philanthropy, who will
share more from the Trends in Family Philanthropy report, and
AAPIP, who will share an example of ways families can engage in
giving together. This interactive session highlights key research,
d or 88, a seasoned
real examples, and discussion on how participants find ways to
ve a session for you! The
ld or 88, a seasoned
balance
the competing goals of engaging family and
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Giving Circle Nonprofit Debrief: Discussion &
Create Funding Proposals

Sequoia A, E, F, G, H
Jill Gordon, Annie Hernandez, Sammie Holzwarth,
Danielle LaJoie, Alexis Marion, Katie Marcus
Reker, Katherine Scott, Magdalen Sullivan
For our youth participants age 8-21, this breakout
session will turn into a Giving Circle! There, the youth
will be introduced to the grant making cycle and learn
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from each other’s experiences using different processes. From
there, they will work together to create criterion for reviewing the
finalists’ proposals to help determine the final grants. More details
about grant applicants coming soon!

4:35 p.m.
Giving Circle Group Presentations
Sequoia D
Youth will share their funding recommendations for nonprofit
grant applications and rationale. Learn their lessons learned
from collaborating and collective decision making.

4:45 p.m.
Break: Photobooth and Charging Station Open
Sequoia D
During this time, you can feel free to enjoy the sunshine,
explore Downtown Disney, or head into the park and meet
us later!

6:00 p.m.
Meet in Sequoia Foyer to Walk to Dinner
Sequoia West Foyer
Take the short walk with us to Downtown Disney for the
separate dinners. Please join us for the dinner that applies to
YOU (youth or adults). Everyone is invited! Each individual
dinner has more details. We will depart 6:15pm sharp for
Downtown Disney!
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6:30 p.m.
Dinner Adventures in Downtown Disney
Adult Dinner
Tortilla Joe’s
We invite adults to a delicious dinner adventure hosted by
Foundant Technologies & Alan C. Fox, President of the Frieda
C. Fox Family Foundation. Enjoy guacamole made to order and
important, informal time together with your peers.

Youth Dinner
Naples Ristorante e Pizzeria
We invite youth to a special dinner adventure hosted by YPC.
Enjoy time together with fun and pizza. There is a dinner just
for adults too — so this dinner is YOUTH ONLY!!

9:00 p.m.
World of Color Special Showing
Meet in Sequoia West Foyer
Registration Desk at 9:00 p.m
YPC presents a special viewing opportunity for the 9:45 p.m.
showing of World of Color, an enthralling nighttime spectacular
weaving water, color, fire, and light into a kaleidoscope of
fantasy and imagination, which takes place at Paradise Bay in
the California Adventure park!
**No tickets required if you join our escorted group! Just bring
your conference badge.
(Information for this event continued on next page)
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For those who do not have tickets, our very own Disney
Convention guide will escort us into World of Color and back.
Please meet us in the Sequoia Foyer for a group departure at
9:15 p.m. sharp. For those who have park tickets for entrance
to California Adventure, please plan on meeting us at Paradise
Bay at 9:30 p.m. sharp. Look for a Leadership Team member
stationed at the “Reserved Viewing” sign across from the Little
Mermaid attraction.

Thank You, Sponsors!

Teach your children
that “compassion”
is a verb.
A private foundation enables families
to live their values. In fact, in a recent
survey, 62% of our clients told us that
family involvement in their foundations
is as important as making a difference.
Read the full results of this survey at
www.foundationsource.com/ypc16 to
see how our clients make their foundations a family affair—and then call us
to learn how you can, too!

55 Walls Drive Fairfield CT, 06824 • 800.839.0054 • www.foundationsource.com
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READING THE SCHEDULE

Whether you are 8 years old or 88, a seasoned
tmaker or a beginner, we have a session for you! The
bols below will guide you in selecting your sessions.
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11:15 a.m.

ou are a Parent, Grandparent or Adult,
for the “Adult” symbol. Grow
other adults supporting their youth in
nthropy, better understand how to
port the youth in your life in helping
rs, and build their leadership and skills!

11:30 a.m.
9

12:00 p.m.

Breakfast with Special Guest,
Mickey Mouse, and Planning Your
Future One Next Step at a Time
Final Giving Circle Deliberation as
Break Occurs
Concurrent Sessions
Youth Leadership Theory: Practice
Makes Perfect
201: Activist Boot Camp: 5 Steps
to Elevating Youth Voice for
Advocacy

Sequoia D

Philanthropy ROCKstars: Learn
from Peers
Building Strong Leaders for
Tomorrow: Youth Philanthropy for
Ages 18+
101: Tomorrow Together and Your
Four T’s of Giving
Philanthropy Rockstars: Learn
from Peers
Break: Photobooth and Charging
Station Open
Celebration of Final Giving Circle
Grantees, Learning Together, and
Closing
Conference Concludes

Sequoia A

Sequoia D

Sequoia B
Sequoia H

Sequoia C

Sequoia G
Sequoia F

Sequoia E

Full speaker bios can be found at
ypcinternationalconference2016.sched.org
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8:30 a.m.
Breakfast with Special Guest, Mickey
Mouse, and Planning Your Future One
Next Step at a Time
Sequoia D
Ellen Blanchard, Resource Generation, Alexis Elder, George
Foundation, Greater Houston Community Foundation, &
YPC, Jonah Gomez, Frieda C. Fox Family Foundation, Annie
Hernandez, Frieda C. Fox Family Foundation & YPC, Mickey
Mouse, Disney, Jennifer Ubaldino, Foundation for MetroWest
During this exciting morning plenary, we will have three key
topics and goals:
•

Have breakfast and photos with iconic Mickey Mouse!

•

Learn four ways you can continue your youth philanthropy
journey with university philanthropy courses, Resource
Generation, YPC, and tactics for your organization.

•

Plan for your future in philanthropy or supporting youth
philanthropy.

10:00 a.m.
Final Giving Circle Deliberation as Break Occurs
10:00 a.m. Concurrent Sessions
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Youth Leadership Theory: Practice
Makes Perfect

nerational
where
r with all
ts!

Sequoia B
Patricia Barahona, Building Leaders In Innovative
New Giving (BLING), Breanne Harris, Youth
Empowerment Fund, Andrea Juarez, Youth Funding
Youth Ideas

or Adult,

outh in
w to
ping
and skills!

Youth today have access to more knowledge, are exposed
to the issues
9 of the world, and connect with people from
all walks of life, daily, with the simple click of a mouse. The
Internet has sparked a new generation of global citizens, just
waiting for their chance to make a difference. Youth Leadership
theory offers a foundation based in research and decades
of practice in youth development, that is perfect for today’s
emerging philanthropic programs. Our role, as adult allies, is
to provide the tools and space for youth to capitalize on their
unique talents and perspectives, to tackle complex problems
with innovative solutions. In this workshop, you’ll learn the
fundamentals of youth leadership theory, leave with tools to
increase youth engagement in philanthropy, learn how to tap
into the unique structure of your own philanthropic model, and
ld or 88, a seasoned
ave a sessioncollectively
for you! The share challenges and strategize solutions.
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or Adult,

Philanthropy ROCKstars: Learn from Peers
Sequoia A
Shawnt Bazikian, Bikes for Orphans, Martand
Bhagavatula, Kids and Smiles, Kirsten Chavis,
Foster & Banks Walk in Faith Foundation, Earth
Club, Grades of Green
Facilitated by Heather Jack, Rivers School, Amy Johnson,
Classrooms for Change
We will, we will rock you!! In this session, we will hear from
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philanthropy rockstars to learn how and why they do what they
do. Session will be filled with youth presentations along with
rock and roll breaks to help you unleash your inner philanthropic
rockstar. Get ready to ROCK!!

nerational
where
r with all
s!

or Adult,

outh in
w to
ping
nd skills!

SCHEDULE

Building Strong Leaders for Tomorrow: Youth
Philanthropy for Ages 18+
Sequoia C
Raquel Barajas, Youth Funding Youth Ideas,
Khayriyyah MuhammadSmith, Foundation Center,
MCFYP, Ashley Naomi Rodriguez, Youth Funding
Youth Ideas

Youth today are often the prime movers of social change. When
we talk about youth we usually think about adolescents between
ld or 88, a seasoned
the ages 9of 13-17 and we forget about transitional-age youth
ave a session for you! The
(TAY) — those that are ages 18-24 who are beginning to enter
selecting your sessions.
a different stage in their lives. However, TAY play an important
role in philanthropy because they are the medium, the in8 and 12,
k!
between, and the balance. It can be hard for TAY to figure out
r youth
where exactly they fit in the philanthropy field. Am I technically
and
still considered youth or am I an adult? We understand the
unique skills and perspectives the next generation can bring to
the philanthropic community. And we want our participants to
is group
leave with a better understanding how they — as experienced
oose
philanthropists — can guide the younger generation while
on and a
ting youth highlighting the importance of being a transitional-aged youth.

nt making.
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Philanthropy Rockstars: Learn from Peers
Sequoia F
Sebouh Bazikian, Bikes for Orphans, Ellen
Blanchard, Resource Generation, Justin McAuliffe,
Conrad N. Hilton Foundation, Jennifer Storm, 180
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Degrees Consulting
Facilitated by Katie Marcus Reker, Frieda C. Fox Family
&YPC

ld or 88, a seasoned
Foundation
ave a session for you! The
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8 and 12,
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r youth
and

We will, we will rock you!! In this session, we will hear from
philanthropy rockstars to learn how and why they do what they
do. This inspiring session and YPC attendee favorite is filled with
youth presentations along with rock and roll breaks to help you
unleash your inner philanthropic rockstar. Get ready to ROCK!!

201: Tomorrow Together and Your Four T’s
of Giving
Sequoia G

is group
oose
on and a
ting youth
nt making.

nerational
where
r with all
ts!

SCHEDULE

Ashley Deutser & Alexis Elder, Greater Houston
Community Foundation & YPC, Jennifer Touchet,
Greater Houston Community Foundation

Four T’s of Giving: Time, Talent, Treasure and Ties — You have
them and you can use them to make a difference in the world!
ld or 88, a seasoned
In this interactive session, you will share how you are already
or Adult,
ave
a session for you! The
sharing your four T’s of giving and will get lots of new ideas from
selecting your sessions.
outh in
others about how they are also sharing their T’s. You will be given
w to
a tool that can be used to assess your 4T giving and will help you
8ping
and 12,
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and
set goals for your personal growth and development in giving. In
r youth
this session, you will also have a chance to create real “ties” with
and
9 by connecting about your networks together!
each other
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101: Activist Boot Camp: 5 Steps to Elevating
Youth Voice
for Advocacy

Sequoia H
Daniel Madrigal, Leslie Medina & Jathan Melendez,
Community Coalition
Youth voice is an important tool for advocacy in making
change! Youth from South Central Youth Empowered through
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Action (SCYEA) have done just that through leading their
peers and to make concrete changes in South LA schools
and in the surrounding community. This workshop will cover
5 steps in organizing that can result in educational justice for
communities. The 5 steps include: 1) Informing and Organizing
Your Community; 2) Collaborating with Allies; 3) Engaging and
Influencing Decision Makers; 4) Engaging the Media; and 5)
Mobilizing and Turning Out Your Community. Come learn how to
support or engage in these steps for the future of your community
or cause.

11:15 a.m.
Break: Photobooth and Charging Station Open
11:30 a.m.
Celebration of Final Giving Circle Grantees,
Learning Together, and Closing
Sequoia E
We’ve saved the best for the very end....... Celebrate the
announcement of the giving circle grantees and our time together
at the conference! Join the special YPC closing circle tradition
and add your wish to the paper chain.

12:00 p.m.
Conference Concludes
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SPEAKERS

Full speaker bios can be found at ypcinternationalconference2016.sched.org
Brendan
Adams
The Guadalupe
and Lilia
Martinez
Foundation

Iveth Aguilar
Building
Leaders In
Innovative New
Giving (BLING)
Twitter:
@BLING415

Samantha
Alarie-Leca
West
Foundation
Twitter:
@salariel84,
@thewestfdtn

Jamila Banks
The Pollination
Project, Foster &
Banks Walk in
Faith Foundation
Twitter:
@Pollinationproj

Patricia
Barahona
BLING
Twitter:
@BLING415

Raquel Barajas
Youth Funding
Youth Ideas
Twitter: @_YFYI

Sebouh
Bazikian
Bikes for
Orphans

Shawnt
Bazikian
Bikes for
Orphans

Martand
Bhagavatula
Kids and
Smiles
Twitter: @
Kidsandsmiles

Ellen
Blanchard
Resource
Generation
Twitter:
@eblanblan
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SPEAKERS

Full speaker bios can be found at ypcinternationalconference2016.sched.org
Jen Bokoff
Foundation
Center
Twitter:
@jenbo1,
@grantcraft,
@fdncenter

Lauren
Bradford
Foundation
Center
Twitter: @
laurenjbradford,
@fdncenter

Kirsten Chavis
Foster & Banks
Walk in Faith
Foundation,
Earth Club,
Grades of
Green

Shatara Daniels
Youth Funding
Youth Ideas
Twitter: @_YFYI

Isabel
Dawson
Illinois Prairie
Community
Foundation

Ashley Deutser
Greater Houston
Community
Foundation

Amanda Dillon
Foundation
Center
Twitter: @
gobbledyquack,
@fdncenter

Hannah Dillree
MCFYP (The
Michigan
Community
Foundation’s
Youth Project)
Twitter: @mcfyp

Susan Eaton
Sillerman Center,
Brandeis Univ.
Twitter:
@susan_e_eaton

Alexis Elder
George
Foundation,
Greater Houston
Community
Foundation
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Carol Ferguson
Orange County
Community
Foundation
Twitter: @
OrangeCountyCF

Enable
Community
Foundation
Enable Community
Foundation
Twitter: @
Enablehands_ECF

Jonah Gomez
Frieda C.
Fox Family
Foundation
Twitter: @
FCFoxFamFound

Michelle Gonzalez
BLING
Twitter:
@BLING415

Jill Gordon
YPII
Twitter: @
JillReneeGordon
@YouthPhilIN

Breanne Harris
Youth
Empowerment
Fund
Twitter:
@yef_sf

David Evan
Harris
Institute for the
Future
Twitter: @
davidevanharris

Jared Heddinger
MCFYP
Twitter:
@hewenttome,
@mcfyp

Annie Hernandez
Frieda C.
Fox Family
Foundation &
YPC, Twitter:
@engagingyouth,
@anniehernandez

Devonte Hillman
Battle Creek
Community
Foundation
Twitter: @
DevonteHillman

Sammie
Holzwarth
Foundant
Technologies
Twitter: @
SammieHolzwarth,
@Foundant

Heather Jack
Rivers School
Twitter: @
heatherjack
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Full speaker bios can be found at ypcinternationalconference2016.sched.org
Lizzie Jack
Rivers Givers

Nathaniel James
Exponent
Philanthropy
Twitter:
@nj140
@exponentphil

Nithin Jilla
AppJam+,
Kay Family
Foundation,
StartingBloc
Twitter:
@nithinjilla

Amy Johnson
Classrooms for
Change

Milicent
Johnson
Institute for the
Future
Twitter: @
MilicentJohnson

Andrea Juarez
Youth Funding
Youth Ideas
Twitter: @_YFYI

Bari Katz
Andrus Family
Fund
Twitter:
@
AndrusFamFund

Danielle LaJoie
YPC
Twitter:
@anomymeDLJ
@
engagingyouth

Olivia LaJoie
Battle Creek
Community
Foundation
Twitter: @
liverjean

Mark Larimer
Foundant
Technologies
Twitter:
@foundant
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Frederico Li
Phinklife Institute
in Ghana, African
Youth Philanthropy Network
Twitter:
@phinklife

Daniel Madrigal
Community
Coalition
Twitter:
@CoCoSouthLA

Grace Maraugha
MCFYP
Twitter: @mcfyp,
@grace_lynnae

Emmanuel Marfo
Global Alliance for
Development Foundation,
African Youth in
Philanthropy Conference,
Nexus Ghana Summit
Twitter: @emmarfogh

Gerardo Omar
Marín
The Pollination
Project
Twitter: @
Pollinationproj

Alexis Marion
Frieda C. Fox
Family Foundation
Twitter: @
FCFoxFamFound

Justin McAuliffe
Conrad N. Hilton
Foundation
Twitter: @Justin_
McA

Leslie Medina
Community
Coalition
Twitter:
@CoCoSouthLA

Jathan
Melendez
Community
Coalition
Twitter: @
CoCoSouthLA

Ashley Morales
Battle Creek
Community
Foundation
Twitter:
@ashleyrm17

Mickey Mouse
Disney

Khayriyyah
MuhammadSmith
Foundation
Center, MCFYP
Twitter:
@Riyyah_Says
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Full speaker bios can be found at ypcinternationalconference2016.sched.org
Huong
Nguyen-Yap
AAPIP
Twitter: @
AAPIPCircles,
@mvhuong

Rachel Ogorek
National Center
for Family and
Philanthropy
Twitter: @
familygiving

Cathleen Otero
Orange County
Community
Foundation
Twitter: @
OrangeCountyCF

Jenna Ott
Dekko Foundation
Twitter: @
PhISHpod, @
jennaott913

Alison Rae
Pakradooni
Andrus Family
Fund
Twitter: @
AndrusFamFund,
@AliPakradooni

Leticia Peguero
Andrus Family
Fund
Twitter: @
LetiPeguero,
@AndrusFamFund

Gordon
Phung
Youth
Funding
Youth Ideas
Twitter:
@_YFYI

Katie Marcus
Reker
Frieda C. Fox
Family Foundation
& YPC, Twitter: @
FCFoxFamFound,
@engagingyouth

Noëlla Richard
United Nations
Development
Programme
Twitter: @
Noella_Richard,
@undp4youth

Ashley Naomi
Rodriguez
Youth Funding
Youth Ideas
Twitter:@_YFYI
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Katherine
Scott
YPC
Twitter: @
katiewscott, @
engagingyouth

Sheryl Seller
Sillerman Center for
the Advancement
of Philanthropy,
Brandeis University
Twitter:
@SillermanCenter

Ray Shedd
Positive Tracks
Twitter:
@postracks

Lindsay Standish
Positive Tracks
Twitter: @postracks

Jennifer Storm
180 Degrees
Consulting
Twitter:
@jenstorm9,
@180DCGlobal

Luke Sturtz
Dekko Foundation
Twitter:
@buscodrummer667,
@PhISHpod

Magdalen
Sullivan
YPC
Twitter:
@engagingyouth

Jennifer Touchet
Greater Houston
Community
Foundation
Twitter: @jbtouchet

Jennifer
Ubaldino
Foundation for
MetroWest
Twitter: @FFMW

Adriana
Zambrano
Youth Funding
Youth Ideas
Twitter:@_YFYI

Get Involved with YPC!

Contact us at: 818.860.2YPC
katherine@youthphilanthropyconnect.org
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The Leadership Team
Brendan Adams

Alison Rae Pakradooni

The Guadalupe and Lilia
Martinez Foundation

Andrus Family Fund

Dhruv Patel

Raquel Barajas

Tarsadia Foundation

Youth Funding Youth Ideas,
Sophomore at San Francisco

Gordon Phung

Youth Funding Youth Ideas

Gabrielle Baum

Ashley Rodriguez

United Jewish Federation, KTTC,
Jewish Teen Funders Network

Youth Funding Youth Ideas

Sarah Saltzman — The Frieda
C. Fox Family Foundation

Isabel Cluver Dawson

Youth Engaged in Philanthropy:
Illinois Prairie Community
Foundation

Kylie Semel — The Frieda C.
Fox Family Foundation

Sarina Dayal

Luke Sturtz

The Tarsadia Foundation

The Dekko Foundation

Ashley Deutser

Emma Tregellas

Greater Houston Community
Foundation

New Canaan Community
Foundation — Young
Philanthropists Program

Alexis Elder

Jillian Wu

George Foundation Youth-inPhilanthropy

Building Leaders in
Innovative New Giving

Liam Fox

Frieda C. Fox Family Foundation

Jonah Gomez

Get More Involved
with YPC!
Learn More at:
fcfox.org/lead

Frieda C. Fox Family Foundation

Catherine Maeve Gorey
Community Fund of Darien

Lizzie Jack

The Rivers Givers

Lexi Laginess

Michigan HOBY & Bedford
Community Foundation
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The Tarsadia Foundation
supports YPC and growing
youth philanthropy.

Newport Beach, California
tarsadiafoundation.org
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PEOPLE BINGO

NAME:__________________________________
As you arrive, introduce yourself to others and try to find people about
whom the following statements are true. When you find someone who
matches a square write their name in the square. You may only get up to
one answer per person. Your goal is to fill EACH square with a name for
BINGO. Once complete, return to the registration table for the drawing.
Has found their
program or
another program
in their state on
the YouthGiving.
org directory.

Has a junior
board, YAC, or
youth council
in their
foundation.

Has
volunteered with
a nonprofit you
gave a grant to.

Has met Mickey
Mouse or Is
Wearing Mickey/
Minnie Ears.

Has served on
a Board
of Directors.

Has raised funds
for a cause they
care about.

Has written
a letter to an
elected official.

Has written a
press release!

Is a member of
Generation X.

Serves on
the YPC
Leadership
Team.

Knows how to
read nonprofit
financial
statements.

Has applied for Has been on a
a grant.
site visit.

Has visited the
photo booth.

Has never
been to a YPC
Conference
before!

Manages
or has used
an online
grant making
platform/
website.

Has written a
Is a member of
the Millennial
press release.
or Z Generation
(~30 or younger).

Has had to make
tough decisions
with their peers
about important
issues.
Has
participated
in a youth
philanthropy
program in
their school.

Has a
Facebook
and/or Twitter
account with
over 1,000
followers.

Has traveled
outside of the
United States.

Is a member
of the Baby
Boomer
Generation.

Has a really
good idea
for the future
of youth
philanthropy.
Ask what it is!

